
Cyprus Cancels Golden Passport
Scheme Favored by Wealthy Russians
The government will ditch the controversial citizenship-for-
investment program after yet another scandal.
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Russians made up more than half of all applications to Cyprus' golden passport scheme in recent years.
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Cyprus will cancel its controversial golden passport scheme, a government spokesperson said
Tuesday in a surprise announcement.

The citizenship-for-investment program had attracted thousands of wealthy investors who
received Cyrpiot passports in exchange for multi-million euro investments into the economy
of the Mediterraneam island, which is an EU member. 

The program will be scrapped from Nov. 1, the Cypriot government confirmed in a statement
Tuesday. Ministers were forced to confront the latest public scandal regarding the golden
passport program in an emergency cabinet meeting Tuesday morning after news agency Al

https://twitter.com/CYpresidency/status/1315936244950609920


Jazeera published videos Monday which allegedly showed senior Cypriot officials discussing
how to get a passport for a convicted criminal.

The Cyrpriot government said the cancellation was due to “abusive exploitation of the
provisions of the program.”

Rich Russians have enthusiastically taken up the golden passport offer in recent years. A
separate investigation by Al Jazeera found that more than 1,000 wealthy Russians obtained a
Cyrpiot passport between late 2017 and 2019. Over that period, Russians accounted for more
than half of all applications.

But the initiative has long proved controversial both in Cyprus and abroad. It was criticized by
the EU when it was rolled out for conditions which were seen as too lax. The island also moved
to ban advertising the initiative, which had become a lucrative business line for Cyprus’
plethora of professional services firms. Last year, it revoked 26 passports — including from
nine Russian citizens — which it had issued under the program.

The cancellation will be the latest dent in Cyprus’ attractiveness as a destination for Russian
businesses after Moscow forced Nicosia to revise a popular double tax treaty which allowed
Russian firms to send profits to their Cypriot headquarters at ultra-low tax rates. A new 15%
withholding tax on dividends paid from Russia to the Mediterranean island will come into
force next year.
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